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Hot-Carrier Immunity of a 0.l-pm-Gate Ultrathin-Film MOSFET/SIMOX

Y. Omura and K. fzuni

NTT LSI Laboratories, 3-1, Morinosato Wakaniya, Atsugi,
243-01 Japan

It is shown experimentally that the substrate current
decreases with the decreasing silicaq layer thickness in contrast
to past sinulation results reported=/. It is also discussed that
the substrate current nay be suppressed through the velocity
overshoot effect in extrenely short-channel devices.

It is shown that, Lt least, the structural optinization for
suppressing the short-channel effect in ultrathin-fiIn S0I
devices does not always degrade the lifetine in contrast to bulk
devices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fully-depleted ultrathin-film deviees
are attracting attention because of short-
channel ef{gct suppression and high-speed
performance't. This has been shovrn by the
superior,qesults obtained by SIMOX technology
recentlyz'. In these days, hot carrier
innunity At S0I devices is widely under
discussion"/, &lthough few basic
investigations are reported on the relation
between structural parameters and
degradation.

This paper describes the nature of the
maximum substrate current (ISU3(max) ) of
ultrathin-filn M0SFETs/SIMOX -foi- --{,arious

structural parameter values. Furthermore,
the relationship between the basic
characteristics and the degradation is
discussed.

2. DEVICE FABRICATION AND STRESSING

CMOS/SIMOX devices were fabricated on
SIM0X substrates with a 480-nn-thick or 80-
nn-thick buried oxide layer. Gate oxide
thickness (to*) was 7-nn. N-type polysilicon
was used for gate electrodes. Source and
drain regions were forned by ion inplantation
after gate spacer fornation. Therefore, an
LDD-like structure was built in beneath the
gate spacer. The silicon layer thickness
(t") was varied between 30 nm and 100 nn.

Sone devices had body contacts for
neasuring the substrate current. Typical
substrate current (ISffg) and drain current
(In) dependences on gate voltage (Vc) are
shown in Fig. 1. ISUg(nax) locates nedr the
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FiS. 1. ISU3 and Ip dependences on gate
voltage for 0.4-Hm-gate nMOSFET at VD
of 2.5V.

threshold voltage; VG*ViH*O.2, which is
almost independent of drain voltage (VO).
This is a significant feature in contrast to
bulk devices. Stress was applied to devices
at the bias point where ISU3 takes the
maximum value. The lifetine was specified by
I, degradation because it was larger than V1g
degradation.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Features of substrate current
The authors previously proposed.,E design

concept for a 0.1- ttm-gate CM0S/S0I4/. This
approach consists in thinning both the
silicon layer and the buried oxide layer
which is indispensable to suppress the short-
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channel effect. To achieve this, the buried oxide
layer thickness (tnOX) should be snaller than gate
length (LC) I,, However, numerical sinulations by
Choi et a1.-' have warned against increasing the
substrate current in the case of decreasing t".

We measured the substrate current
characteristics using the fabricated
MOSFETs/SIMOX. ISU3(nax)/Ip values are shown in
Fig. 2. ISUg(nax) /Ii increases with decreasing
tnOX. Howevei, it decreases with decreasing ts.
The validity of these data is confirned by the
evaluation of device characteristics degradation.
This figure suggests that we can suppress the
increase in Icgg(nax) /In bV optinizing structural
paraneters. "6ili-*6ipe"rinental results seen to
indicate that the multiple factor in the avalanche
phenonenon |Es been overestimated in the previous
sinulations*/; -it can be suggested that the
surface avalanche factor becomes more doninant
than the bulk avalanche factor as t" decrease"b).

Next, ISUB(nax)/Ip dependence on L6 is shown
in FiS. 3. To discuss the nature of
ISU3(nax) /ID, we also evaluated the effective
carrier i'elocity as shown in Fig. 4. ISUg(r"*)/In
increases with decreasing L6, up to a peali v6.1ue
of around 0.2 4n-long gate, because of the
increase of internal electric field at a tine.
However, ISUB(nax)/Ig decreases with decreasing LG
thereafter. In case of bulk devices, recently, it
is reported that the substrate current in the
extrenely short channel device decreases by the
ionization rate suppression due to ^the velocity
overshoot effect of channel carrierso/. It can be
easily speculated that the identical phenomenon
takes place in such short-channel S0I devices.

3.2 General aspects of hot-carrier degradation
The lifetine dependences on 1/Vp for 0.4-ttn-

gate nMOSFETs/SIMOX are shown in Fig. 5. Some
devices have zero-biased body contacts. Lifetine
was specified by gn degradation. Degraded
portion was almost limited in the LDD-like region
near the drain. Degradation was hardly found at
the silicon-buried oxide interface. There is not
a significant difference in lifetine between the
device with the body contact and those without it.
Therefore, it can be considered that holes don't
play an important role in the degradation process.
The device has a lO-year lifetine at Vn of L,7 V
according to the extrapolation of th; measured.
lifetines.
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3.3 Hot-carrier innunity of
nMOSFET/SIMOX

0. 1-/zn-gate

The lifetine dependence on L/Vn is shown in
Fig. 6 for a 0.L-Itm-gate nMOSFET/SI-MOX with a 30-
nm-thick silicon layer and an 8O-nn-thiek buried
oxide. The lifetine was specified by the gm
degradation. The device has a lO-year lifetine
at Vp of 1.6 V according to the extrapolation. It
can be seen that lifetimes of these devices in
Figs. 5 and 6 are alnost identical. To discuss
this point, the ISU3(n x)/ID dependence on b11

shown in Fig. 3 can"E5'il;ad. "The synbols "fl" ".d"O" correspond to a 0.4-ttm-gate nMOSFET in Fig.
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Fig: 2. ISUF(nax)/Ip. dependence on
silicon ldyer' thickness for
nMOSFETs and pM0SFETs.
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Fig. 3. ISUn(nax)/Ip dependence on
gate length-for-nMOSFETs with two
different silicon layer thicknesses.
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5 and a 0.1-ltm-gate nMOSFET in Fig. 6,
respectively. It is usually believed that the
degradation of the device characteristics is
strongly correlated to ISUg(max) /In. This
conventional idea is no longer valid.' Such result
leads us to think of a new degradation node for a
0. 1- &m-gate nMOSFET/SIMOX.

Nevertheless, from the fact that the
lifetines of 0.l-lrm- and 0.4- &m-gate
nMOSFETs/SIMOX are identical, it can be said that,
at least, the structural optinization for
suppressing the short-channel effect does not
always degrade the lifetime of S0I devices. This
is a strong encouragement for the developnent of
future giga-scale ULSIs.

4. CONCLUSION

It has been found experinentally that
ISU3(nax)/In decreases with decreasing- t" - in
contiast'to past sinulation results. It has been
proposed qualitatively that the substrate current
nay be suppressed through the velocity overshoot
effect in extrenely short-channel devices.

It has been concluded that, &t least, the
structural optinization for suppressing the short-
channel effect does not always degrade the
lifetine of S0I devices. These encouraging
results are promising for the future developnent
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Fig. 4. Effective carrier velocity
evaluated for nMOSFETs with two
different silicon laYer
thicknesses. (v)=g*irlWCo*.
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Fie. 6. Lifetine dependence of
0.1- Um-gate nMOSFET on inverse
drain voltage.
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of giga-scale ULSIS.
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Fig. 5. Lifetine dependence of
0.4-ltm-gate nM0SFET on inverse
drain voltage.
B.C.: body contacts
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